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Noontime Swimming Prohibited for Students 
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by Karen L. Stuhldreher 
_Students are no longer per-
mitted to swim during the 
noon hour swim period be~ 
cause of complaints of over-
crowding registered by faculty 
and staff members. This peri-
od has been limited to faculty 
and staff members and mem"-
bers of the organization known 
as "Friends of Ithaca College" 
This organization is comp-
rised of "people that arc mak-
ing major financial contribu-
tions" to J.C. and have pool 
priviledgcs, according to 
William Koch, Dean of Health 
Physical Education, and Rec-
reation. 
A committee called together 
by Acting Provost Frank 
Falcone made the decision 
over the semester break. We 
are "reverting back tq a policy 
that had been long standing," 
until six years ago when "we 
discovered we could accomo-
date interested students," 
said Falcone. 
Six students have spoken 
to Koch since the change 
took effect on January IS, 
1979. "We regret a few stu-
dents have made schedules 
so they arc free to swim at 
noon," Koch said. The change 
to restrict students from swim-
ming-at noon will be reviewed 
at the end of this week. "As 
of this time this will continue 
through the semester," Koch 
said. 
The pool is presently open 
for free swim Monday through 
Friday· evenings from 7:00-
10:00, and Saturday and Sun-
day afternoons from I :00-5:00. 
If there is a demand, "we 
would be happy to extend 
these hours for students," 
Two New Music 
Masier's Offered 
By Oaudia A. Shayne 
The Ithaca College School 
of Music announces two new 
Master's degree programs in 
music education and perfor-
mance with emphasis in either 
Dalcroze Eurhythmics or 
Suzuki training, beginning in 
the Fall of 1979. 
Dalcroze Eurhythmics is 
based ()O the concept that. 
movement and music are re-
lated. It works towards a 
better awarehess and control 
of the mental and physical 
faculties and encourages 
students to learn together. 
The key to the Suzuki 
method is repetition and imi-
tation, learning to teach the 
student to play a musical 
instrument by using the ear, 
as one would learn to speak 
and only afterward learning to 
read music and apply musical 
grammar rules. 
According to Joel Stegall, 
dean of the music school, 
the two new studies developed 
out of the success and popu-
larity of summer institutes 
offered at the college in the 
past few years. 
John R. Stevenson, assis-
tant professor of music educa-
tion, will direct the Dalcroze 
program. He is a 'board mem-
ber of the Dalcroze Society 
of America and a recipient 
of the Diplome Jaques Dal-
croze from the Institute in 
Geneva. He taught at the 
Swiss Institute from 1973-75. 
Sanford Reuning, instructor 
of music, will direct the 
Suzuki program. He is presi-
dent of the Suzuki Association 
of the Americas. 
Dalcroze training is offered 
in only a few American 
Institutions, of which I.C. will 
be the only one capable of 
awarding the Master's degree 
with full certification. Art 
Ostrander, graduate chair-
person, said he hopes in the 
future LC. will be looked at 
"as a center for Dalcroze and 
Suzuki" pedagogy. 
IC Prof's Poem 
By Laura Garber 
Katharyn Machan Aal, a 
writing instructor at I.C., has 
had a poem chosen to be 
displayed in New York State 
busses during September of 
this year. The poem selected is 
from Aal 's collec-
tion, The Hook of the Raccoon . 
It is a five-line poem sym-
bolizing feminism through the 
actions of a militant female 
raccoon . The poet uses the 
raccoon in her poems to 
represent the feminist spirit. 
The ·series of raccoon poems 
were inspired when Katharyn 
was 18 and kept a pet raccoon . 
As of now there are more than 
half a dozen raccoon poems 
with more in the works. Aal is 
planning a sequel to Book of 
the Raccoon. 
. , 1-th i ve s 
~ltJO/ 
The Pool at Noon 
Koch said. Complaints or 
comments should be directed 
to Koch in Rm IO Hill Center. 
The crowding problem has 
been considerably reduced at 
,noon time said lifeguard, 
Ronald Schenk, "It is ullfor-
tunate, but better than people 
getting hurt." 
--~-. 
Charles Leonowicz estimat-
ed that since students have 
not been allowed to swim at 
noon there have been no more 
than nine people in the pool 
at a time. 
When asked if husbands 
and wives of faculty and staff 
Photo by Brme .'vforosohk 
members arc permitted to 
swim during the noon period, 
Koch said that they were, but 
that few did. He added that 
the number of members of 
"Friends of Ithaca College" 
who swim at noon is also in-
significant. 
Advising Revisions Planned 
by Gail dul•osse 
At lo·ng fast, the faculty 
and administration of Ithaca 
College has seen fit to review 
a persistent, yet previously 
disregarded, problem for the 
students... the advising sys-
tem. A Task Force Report on 
this issue is being examined 
for alteration by the Academic 
Policies Committee, to be 
turned in to President Whalen 
and Provost Frank Falcone 
by the end of February. 
The Task Force Report, ori-
ginally submitted for study on 
August 2, 1978, was headed 
by former Assistant Dean of 
H & S, Dan Finlay. The Aca-
demic Policies Committee will 
sift through it and make re-
commendations. The final 
approval will be made by 
Whalen and Falcone in consul-
tation with the faculty. If 
Displayed 
from 
The Book of the Raccoon 
Sometimes 
when a raccoon is treed 
she jumps down hard 
breaking 
the mad dog's back. 
Katharyn Machan Aal 
copyright 1977 
everything runs as planned. 
the new advising policies will 
rake effect in the academic 
year 1979-80. 
Some of the revisions in-
cluded in the 80 page report 
thus far are qS follows: 
Training workshops for future 
in the summer and during 
the academic year; the pro-
viding of support services for 
advisors. such as a handbook 
information folders on new 
advisees. and updated cur-
ricular and personnel infor-
mation; evaluations of advise-
advisors, which will be held co111 : 11u,•J, ·11 paf!I! 3 
~ 
t;. 
\: ,, ,, 
Acting Provost Frank Falcone 
on 
All the New York State 
busses that subscribe to the 
project, Poetry in Public 
Places, will view the works of 
a different poet each month of 
1979. The competing process 
was composed of three judges, 
all poets, reviewing several 
hundred poems. Aal noted 
that out of the twelve winning 
poets, only three are women. 
Aal is currently editing an an-
thology of poems, prose, and 
I 
\ 
I 
l'hoto In Cathi· -1111/>Jo,,· 
Bz,ses 
photographs by women. It 
will be titled Rapun~el, 
Rapunzel and deals with the 
subject of hair. It will be 
published by McBoob Press 
in March. 
As co-coordinator for the 
Ithaca Community Poets, Aal 
will be running a seven week 
workshop thi~ spring in 
writing children\ literature. 
Anyone interested should con-
tact her . 
ITHACAN 
UIRER 
by Gail duFosse' and Linda Melman 
Question: Have you been 
satisfied with the advising 
system.at IC? 
\), 
. v 
.... ·\ . 0~ .... . i:,;" 
I , • ::J \t.~.tY.";;•·f : ~ 
Randi Beckman - Music '81 Peter Stingi - Communica-
ln thl' music :-,chool. my major t10ns '79 
in.,1ruml'nt teacher is my ad- I was a transfer here and rc-
\·isor and I think he is too close cei\ccl a helpful advisor. 
to one a!->pcct of my studies to Howc\'cr. after I decided to 
be objccti\·e about other change major,; I received noth-
aspcch. ing but headaches. The school 
Never ha\ c 'it> many given 
so little for '>O fell'. 
Jim DcCes;,;·,.· - Econ. '79 
I'm satisfied wn , my advisor, 
he's a g1)od friend of mine. 
I knew what I wanted to do 
and he helpl"i me do it. But 
could claim that I failed the 
system. but I think the system 
has failed me terribly, miser-
ably and unscrupulously . 
.. 
; ·':-....... 
• -~ •. - t 
.,_ ..... ' 
-;~f 
Faith Watson - Business '81 
I' \'C only been to my advisor 
once and he hasn't helped 
me. I usually go to someone 
ebe. He only signs my cards . 
...... ~ ft····'fr" • ---'":.· 1 'jf I 
:_~· '!' 
1 ' ' *' liff' ~
;~ ~i :fli 
_:~ 
'~, ! 
I feel for tL maJ·oritv of the M k F 1. B . · ar · e 1x - usine '79 
students thL- acl·i'-ors don'tye th f It d .s~ 
give the help thev should. s.. c acu Y a vismg sys-
-,..,,.,~=, - tcm 1s adequate, but in addi-
i . 
Y·~ 
-·\~ .JI·. 
Tim Feltham - Politics '79 
Even though I was a politics 
major. freshman vear I had a 
1,iolo1,;\ ad\'isor, ihen he dis-
tion I think it would be bene-
~icial !o incorporate a system 
111 which an experienced stu-
dent advisor within a depart-
ment could advise current 
fre5hmen. 
.,. 
,lPJlL'ared! Then I go! a poli- A 
tin, advisor. He is always will- ~ 
i11g to help me, both socially Lisa Trubiano -TVR '80 
and academically. Although I I was formerly a Phys. Ed. 
\~ "" dissatisfied in the be- major and my advisor advised 
,!..!llllling.\\ ith the advisory sys- me with personal feeling. 
lL'm. I am now quite satisfied Now, as a TVR major, my°ad-
" 1th it. visor treats me like ID #50203. 
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EDITO 
Good Advice ... Finally! 
To say that "improvement of the advising system is long overdue," as did acting Provost 
Frank Falcone (see article on page 1), is an understatement from the student's point of view 
Students have been complaining about the advising they have been receiving for a long time, 
and their complaints have finally reached the ears of those who can make a difference. 
We gratefully applaud the Task Force report on advising and those faculty members and 
administrators who were involved. 
One of the revisions thus far included in the report is to have evaluations of advisements· 
by students that would go hand in hand with teaching evaluations. Bravo for appreciating 
the need for student input. 
The role of an advisor, ideally, is to counsel students in all aspects of their education. The 
professor's proficiency in one field on(v is usually to the advantage of the student in the 
classroom. However, in the case of advising, a far more generalized knowledge of education 
is required. The suggested revisions certainly speak to this issue. 
One possible revi~ion that we su!mest be <·onsidered is the need for students to be trained as 
advisors. Who could better advise a first year student about the in and outs of the school 
than a senior or graduate student who has just _come through the very same system? 
We feel the entire education process at I. C. will be greatly improved by strengthening the 
advising system and will add to a more relaxed educational experience for the students. 
---.____l 
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OE EDS & LETTERS 
Storaska Lecture Re-examined 
To the Editor: 
I would like to respond to a 
letter which appeared in the 
December 7 is~ue of the 
Ithacan entirled, "Storaska 
Lecture Examined". I con-
tend that Frederick Stora~ka 
was misrepresented by the 
author of that letter, Eli~a M. 
Nazeley. I attended the lecture 
in question, and at no point 
did Mr. Storaska even imply 
that rape was "a request which 
a woman may gracefully 
deny." In fact, Mr. Stora~ka 
spent a good deal of time 
discussing this society, which 
makes it possit,le for rape to 
exist, and the socio-psycholog-
ical implications of the act. 
He did use humor ro address a 
very serious problem, but, as 
he explained, he was commen-
ting on the futile methods of 
"avo_iding" rape that women 
have been told to use over the 
years. He did NOT advocate 
that women simply "say no" 
to a rapist. Nor did he ad-
vocate the use of "feminine 
wiles", as reported in the Dec. 
7 letter. What Mr. Storaska 
DID advocate was using in-
telligence, remaining as calm 
as one can, and THINKING 
before one acts. He implied 
rhar there arc way~ of dealing 
with a very seriou, and poten-
tially quite harmful \ituation 
that are more effective than 
what other\ have ~upported in 
the past. 
\\'her her or nor Mr. 
Sroraska feels threatened by 
"the idea of women em-
ploying more \\'ide-randing, 
effective, polir ical mcam to 
,elf-protection" I cannot ,ay. 
But I do not believe thar Ms. 
Nazeley has the right to report 
that a~ fact either, unlcs~ Mr. 
Storaska told her that him,elf. 
I concede that there arc 
many pcrsom who objected to 
Mr. Storaska':, lecture. But 
there i" also a portion l1f thi, 
community which feels that 
the lecture was a worthwhile, 
rewarding c,pcricnce. I I\Ould 
welcome any ,pcaJ...er from 
Women for a Safer Com-
munity and regard that lel"lure 
as a learning e,perience. But I 
would NOT fa\or that a, a 
,ubstitute ~nr !'v1r. Stora\J...a', 
lecture. I do not feel thar the 
lecture I attended was a wa'ill' 
of the College', money, and I 
know many per~on, who share 
my view. Mr. <;tora,ka 
prc,ented 01' r ,\ay of 
rationally ck;ti:.,. ,.. :th a 
,eri011\, and " ,1 ver~ 
emotional, problem: rare. 
There are other<,. Let l\lE 
dwo,c from among them, and 
clH10,c to li'ilen to any or ,tll nf 
them with an open mind. J 
! •:serve that right. 
marian11e lindb,·1 g 
Headlines Accused of "Cover=Up'' 
l eHer to the Editor; 
Is it time to be more specific 
about some things? Are we 
perhaps involved in our own 
form of "cover-up". The 
recent death of an J.C. student 
is the latest life claimed by a 
drunk driver. Our headlines 
on campus papers certainly 
suggest a cover-up. '' Accident 
Claims Life of I .C. 
Student"/"Studcnt Killed in 
Auto Crash" are rather timid 
statemenh if not avoiding the 
obvious cause. 
In the same week that The 
llhacan announced the latest 
death due to a drunk driver 
our campm 110,ters invited 
tho-;e left behind to "Get 
\\lasted" at one of rhc best 
rartie, on campu,. 
Why don't we use language 
in our newspapers that are 
speci fie and clear if not con-
temporary. "I.C. Student 
Killed by Drunk Driver" i, 
clear about the actual cau\l' of 
death. "W,hted Student 
Waste, Another" may he 
more intelligible for our cam-
pus. 
Perhaps, tho~e who knew 
and cared for .Jean could do a 
fund-raising concert tP benefit 
a local organization trying to 
curb death due to ;ilcohol. 
The organi1at1on P-\IH,IT i, 
one ou, ,tudcnt~ ,hould ha, ea 
natural interc<,1 111, d11c to 
recent event,. 
Dale Wi11tcr 
I.C. Chaplain 
ICB-FM Lacks Disco 
SNOW PLOWIN( 
& 
JUMP STARTING 
by Dave O'Reilly 
TOWICB-FM: 
Why don't you guys wake up? 
You're a great station with a 
great playlist, but why not ex-
pand to become still a better 
station and consequently at-
tract __ IJlore listeners? The 
question I ask is, why not add 
certain (and I do say certain) 
disco cuts to your playlist? 
* Advising Revisions 
Face it, disco is slowly nothing but disco and do you 
becoming a part of reality. know what? WTKU-FM b 
Why do you think the North now the number one radio 
Forty and Nitecourt are station in New York! It would 
packed every Friday and be beneficial for WICB to add .,. '"','---, 1 Saturday night? At least 75 disco to their playlist before I v~-... 1 L__ ~,.,,p,s,u.., fl Jf·J.I 
percent of their music is disco, WVBR does, wouldn't it? · I 
which people enjoy. And don't say WVBR never Reasonable Rates I 
WKTU-FM in New York City will, because they will. In Call 1 
used to play only mellow today's commercialized IANJOHNSON : 
tracks and suffered in the society, to get along, you go 272-2543 I 
rn111i1111etl /i·o111 /W!!.e I overclue." ~aid Falcone. "It's ratings. They have since along. · I 272-9861 I 
,nent by students that would time to recognize good ad- changed their format to WICB: remember that! L _____________ J. 
go hand in hand with teaching vising work and improve the ,~~~~,GIIIIMMl9C)41B'C~HIIID<~~)GIIIIM~~~ 
evaluations; and the addition quality of advisement for all I 
of an all-College Coordinator students. Students have been i L H Th Ithacan-
of Advising to coordinate po:nting out for a long time earn ow e i 
academic advising with other when they arcn' t getting _ ! 
· · 11 good advising and· I feel we ft ~ 
;!if~f.:k·::p;:::::~~:::~ ;~:'.~~;~sp:~t~:i;:e~o~: l ... /-~'t~·- PUTS IT ALL_ •, -.. J .. ' ,·~ 
the advising system is long ~ ~ 
rsue:s·&··s·uctt·;:1 I\ -·_, OG ETHER:\\ I 
: : I This Saturday The Ithacan will out together a I i foodfromsouthoftheboarder ! I Mock Newspaper i 
o o I 
i Mexi·can : i to teach interested persons how its_ done. i 
: specialities: ' ' I including: . ! I lots of Staff Openings ! 
: Tacos; Enchiladas; 13urntos;: I . _ 
i rostadas; and our daily i I Come See What its all About I i special. i I I 
~ b d 0
0
: i DATE: Saturday Jan 27 at 2:00 pm ~ 
: Don't forget about our great su s on I , 
J hot dogs. i I PLACE: The Ithacan office in the Basement of I 
l 103 N. Aurora St. i I Landon Hall . I 
<> (across from Ragman's) 0 ij )
7 
a i Localedati?~~)~/Lcast lull f i If you can't make it, just give us a call 274-32°.:i 
J•~••"~o•••••••~••o &oooo~o"°~•"o~oooo<>J l.m,.>4!SIIM>411:iiMJCllilllill»C>Cl!IIIIM>4111DC><IEIDC~~>4mill!!>C~~~~ 
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Library Hours Under Question 
_, 
by Andrea Herman made, and a new budget suggestion box located in the f 
The library has formed an in- drawn up. library, and comments made· 
ternal ad hoc committee to Presently, the library is open at the public service desk. 
find out whether there are 8:30 AM until midnight, 'We're aware of the con-
needs that arc not being met Monday through Thursday, cern,' said Gaston, 'and arc 
by the facility's present hours. 8:30 AM until 11 PM, Friday anxious to get going on it. We 
The committee will identify and Saturday, and 1 PM until wam an answer too.' 
these needs, and research a n'.idnight on Sunday. Richard Corrcnti, V.P. of 
means to meet them. A need for extended hours student affair, said that he had 
The committee hopes to draw during midterm and final not heard a lot of requests for 
a conclusion by the spring exam weeks is one of the con- extending library hours. 'The 
break, and if necessary, in- cerns which shall be con- library is not my area of exper-
stitute temporary adjustments sidered by the committee. This tise,' he said. 
wherever possible. particular need came to Correnti added that places to 
A series of recommendations ActingLibrary Director Meryl study at those peak times 
will be presented to the new Gaston's attention through should be available. 
library director whenever he or an editorial in the December 'I think the appropriate place 
she is selected. At that time, issue of the ITHACAN, to study is in a residence hall,' 
an official policy can be recommendations placed in a he said. 'It may be that there 
THE HEBREW UNNERSITY 
OF JERUSALEM. 
1979/80 PROGRAMS 
FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS 
O ONE YEAR PROGRAM-for college sophomores and Juniors. 
should be facilities open on 
campus.' 
Correnti commented that 
15 V1 hour~ a day should be 
sufficient time to complete 
work necessitating library use. 
Perhaps,he said, the fault lies 
Meryl Gaston 
not only with the library as a 
facility, but with the residence 
halls for possibly not sup-
plying an atmosphere that was 
condusive to study. 
Correnti agreed with Gaston 
that there was a definite need 
( 
f>horr1 hi· 1/1111 c \Tr11"'"hA 
for student input into the ad 
hoc committee, which wa~ 
scheduled to hold its first 
organizational meeting thb 
week. One area of discussion 
will be methods of acquiring 
student response. 
Courses taught in both Hebrew and English. 
C REGULAR STUDIES-for college transfer students toward 
B.A. and B.Sc degrees 
0 GRADUATE STUDIES-Master's, Doctoral and V1s1ting 
Graduate programs. 
0 SUMMER COURSES-given in English. 
___ PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM __ _ 
i For Application and Information, write 79 
Whalen to Hold 
Community Forum 
le:/ Office of Academic Affairs, 
American Fnends of Tho Hebrew University 
11 East 69 St, New York, N.Y. 10021 • 1212) 472·9813 
Name ______________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
HAIRPORT 
o LA TEST STYLE CUTS 
h~· Andrea Herman 
Pre.,ident Jame., Whalen 
. will hold a Community.Forum 
on Monday, January 29, at 
3:30 PM in S202. 
Whalen had received 
. reque'>I~ earlier in the Vear to 
have thi., type of· open 
meeting, ~aid Richard Corren-
ti, VP of Student AffaiVi. The 
purpose of the\c meetings is to 
serve a~ a general, infor-
mational discus~ion of is~ue\ 
in an open forum atmosphere. 
Whalen wants to be ac-
cessible to the community, 
\aid Correnti. Executive of-
ficers and dean, will be present 
at the meeting, a'> well. 
Whalen hope~ to be able to 
hold these forum, on a mon-
thly basi,, ,aid Correnti, 
~taggering the days each time, 
,o a, to allow for everyone to 
take advantage of this oppor-
tunity. 
o NATURAL HAIR 
TREATMENT 
o PERMANENTS .. 
o STRAIGHTENING AND ~ 
Board Member Resigns at Congres~ 
CC LORING --·< 
UNISEX SALON 
[ :(:,: REDKEN I 
PRODUCTS 
277-3487 
142 S. AURORA ST. 
.f'.(Y!l C!M OF Al !HOH,\ ST 
by Laura Garber 
Linda Levenmorc, Vi<.:e 
Pre.,ident of Communication<.. 
for Student Governm<.'nt, an-
nounced her resignation at the 
Student Congress meeting on 
Tuesday, January 23. 
Ninth Term in Ithaca 
FINAL INFORMATION MEETINGS: 
Downtown: Fri.Jan.26, 7:30 P.M. 
Women's Community Building 
Seneca & Cayuga, by Commons 
ON CAMPUS: Sat.Jan. 27, 1:00 P.M. 
Friends 306 
'•· 
Nominations arc being ac- any appeal concerning the 
cepted for her former Student Conduct Code. 
position'. Interested students Last ,crnestcr the Student 
are urged to contact Tom Congres, chose to '>Up[)ort a 
Grape at the Student GO\er- recommendation that the 
nment office. All l}Omination, phra~e<, "1,exual orienta1ion" 
mmt be \Ubmitted before and "political affiliation" be 
Tuesday, January 30. The added to the· Freedom from 
election \\'ill be at the Student Discrimination Clau~e of the 
Co.ng.res~ meeting of the '>atnL' Judicial Cnde. The additional 
date. 
A motion ,, as pa~1,ed for 
Student Congre~~ to ,olicit the 
~upport of the staff and 
faculty councils in regard w 
aUOOActA~ 
HELP WANTED 
ITSFOR 
YOU ...... 
please call 
274-3i07 
x207 
'>Upport i1, being sought before 
the appeal i~ pre'>er11ed to the 
Board of Tru"lee, at their nc,t 
meeting in Febru.tr~. 
-
Hll~'K.EY:', 
201 S. Tiop St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
272-8%62 
THE 
Music Store 
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Ithaca College Profits from The Bookstore 
Bv Bl'ltt· Ann Sul'kM 
· Ithaca College makes only 
a three percent profit from the 
Bookstore, and the Bookstore 
operates as a service to the 
College community, according 
to David Lord. director of 
The total "operating expense 
of the Bookstore \,las $116.038 
in 1978. 
During the past summer, 
the Bookstore installed a 
new inventory system. which 
will allow th-c Bookstore to 
business services. have a better idea about \\ hat 
The Bookstore made a net items arc profit-making. 
profit of $22,206 during 1978 "We arc really trying to get 
and $59,844 during 1977, ac- useless merchandise cleaned 
cording to the Bookstore out of here," said Mary 
statement of income and ex- Cutler. manager of the J.C. 
pcnsc for years ended June Bookstore. 
JO, 1978 and 1977. The Bookstore is an auxil-
During 1978, the Bookstore 
I 
lary o_pcra~ion of the CollcW:-
receivcd a gross profit of meanmg 1t makes a profit 
$71.671 from books, $15,077 for the College. Auxilary opcr-
from supplies, and $51,496 ations include the Tower Club, 
from other items: a total gross Vending, Penny. Lane Can-
profit ofS138,244. dies. Special Events and Con-
A Moment in the Bookstore 
fercnces. and the Snack Bar. 
Profit from auxiliarv opera-
tions is distributed in ·the· Col-
lege budget. 
Registrar Addresses Student Congress 
By Andrea lll'rmun 
und l.uuru Gurher 
John Stanton, the Registrar, 
addressed Student Congress 
and fielded questions regard-
ing the present 3 credit-hour 
policy and pre-registration 
procedures. 
every class. That situation, 
he noted was "rather a mess." 
This year. the approach of 
the Registrar is to try to guar-
antee students courses in their 
major. This. said Stanton, 
has worked out fairly well. 
Most problems, he added. 
were caused not by the com-
puter, but by faculty and1or 
student error. 
In reference to course re-
quirements outside of one's 
major, the department chair-
pcr.., -.ns involved are supposed 
to ;'.:t together to discuss an 
advisable procedure, said 
Stanton. 
One student voiced the con-
cern that the honor of achiev-
ing a grade point average 
placing one on the Dean's 
list is not mentioned in one's 
transcript. Stanton felt that 
this honor should be recog-
nized "on the record." 
A group is being organized 
upon the Registrar's request, 
to evaluate that office. This 
group is open to all students 
and those interested can con-
tact the Student Government 
Office. 
In the summer of 1977, 
the Board of Regents formu-
lated a new regulation stip-
ulating that credit-points re-
ceived from a course must 
equal the hours devoted to the 
same course. Tutorials and in-
dependent study programs are 
the lone exceptions, being 
considered as a completely 
separate category. 
In the fall, though Ithaca 
College handled the former 
system well, it was found to 
be in technical violation of the 
new law. At that time, IC 
began changing its present 
system to comply with state 
regulations. Tom Longin. 
Dean of the School of Human-
ities and Sciences; Frank 
Falcone, Provost; and six de-
partment chairpersons are 
rcsponsib:e for the transfor-
mation. The process should 
be completed this year. when 
the School of Humanities and 
Sciences will have to be i·c-
accredited. 
Recycling Continues to Grow 
"It [ the transformation I 
wasn't done arbitrarily." 
Stanton said. "We were forced 
into it, we had no choice." 
Stanton commented that the 
only solution his office had 
come up with rather than 
changing systems was to hold 
classes on Saturday. 
"I don't think that would 
have gone well," he said. -
Regarding pre-registration, 
Stanton said procedures are 
considerably different now. 
Last year the approach was to 
trv to confirm every seat in 
By Bette Ann Su<'kH 
The first two loads of paper. 
collected by Ithaca Scrap from 
Ithaca College. have earned 
S!9.59 for the rec5'cling pro-
gram at J.C .. 
The amount of money 
should increase with addi-
tional loads. according to one 
student originator of the re-
cycling program. 
The paper recycling pro-
gr,1m that was started at J.C. 
last scme!>ter .:ontinues to 
grow from juc;t offices in Job. 
Muller. the Boobtorc. and the 
Business School. 
Frcshpcrson Joy Trump 
took the initiative to start stu-
dents living in Terrace 98 to 
collect paper within the dorm 
in order to be recvcled. 
Currentlv. Ter~acc 98 is 
the only dorm to voluntarily 
recycle paper. 
Also, two tl'ash cans desig-
nated for recyclable paper 
onlv have been placed in 
Tc~tor next to the pay phone 
and ccntrex. 
These cans exist for anyone 
Count your calories! 
Skinny Minny's is the new food store {>binn11 for ~yone on a diet. 
I, • J. Featuring: Mi 1'f -18 flavors of fresh frozen dessert 
. Skinny Munchies . Frozen entrees 
Mon.-Sat. 10-6, Thurs. & Fri. to 9 
Co-op Shopping Center 277-3418 
~ "Where looking good tastes good" 
to bring paper that he or she 
has collected to be recycled. 
Plans to improve and ex-
pand the present recycling 
program are continuing. 
There i~ a 20 percent mark. 
up on hooks at the J.C. Book-
store. "Textbook price<, arc 
sold at the publisher's sug-
gested retail price." said 
Cutler. Thi~ suggested price 
docs not include used books. 
Cutler said. "We arc under 
no obligation to use the pub-
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
!l 
I is her' s suggested retail 
price." The price is the mini-
mum amount the Bookc;torc 
needs to run the operation. 
according to her. 
Students can quite ea<,i]y 
spend S200 a year for text-
books. according to Cutler. 
Last fall. J.C. student'> 
!>pent between SSO to SI SO for 
textboob; however. the high 
cost of textbook'> i'> uniform 
and not ju<,t .. 1 : . , · . according 
to Cutler. 
She attributed the high 
price of books to be no dif-
ferent lrom the high price 
of gas. clothing. or heat. 
/\!though there arc ~omc 
exception~. the price: 111,1y 
stand out in a student'<. 
mind because the <,tudcnt i, 
physically '>pending the 
money for tlH>'>l' ltCnl'>, ac-
cor, lin,, ~ Cutler. 
yr,:• ;',!![ 1·: 1:r:-,n 
lntro~1Jr~10~ tn lonr'on 
r,1Cstions anc! "n~.v:nrc, 
,1ob r.00r (: r:;on) 7·')().: in p•, 
rrr.,1:rrv 1 
Intro~uction tn Lon~on 
nucst1ons ~nrl ~ns~iers 
TPxtnr 1n1 7:nn-~:nn O" 
rrnrw.~v :: 
rRn~·~r~ns rnrrv 
Union - i'.:15 rr, 
C~at ,,, th 'omrr 
Lon~on stuncnts. 
Slides, Snacks~ Beer. 
1.n. Carrt 0 e~uirect. 
cr1r1F GY n•r nrr rrF 1,:1YT rnE 
1',,11 rr ?l 0 
27~-13% 
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Hillel Celebrates The Festival of Lights 
On December 10th, the 
Jewish Community, Hillel, 
and friends celebrated the 
Festival of Lights at the an-
nual Hillel Hanukkah Party. 
Amidst the festive music, 
latkes (potato pancakes) and 
drcidels (four sided tops), 
the celebration linked the high 
spirited season with the tra-
ditional significance of Han-
ukkah - rededication of the 
Temple in .Jerusalem. 
The guests attending the 
Hanukkah Party were asked to 
bring a small gift to be auc-
tioned off later that evening. 
In exchange for their presents, 
those attending the party re-
ceived a drcidel, Hanukkah 
gclt (money-shaped choco-
lates), cookies, latkcs and 
rr,any more holiday goodies. 
The party promptly com-
menced with a drcidcl game. 
Even though drcidel is a bet-
tor's game, you needn't 
worry about ''.losing your 
shirt"; the Hanukkah gelt 
serves its best purpose here. 
In addition to playing dreidel 
and consuming a hearty meal 
of latkcs, personal Hanukkah 
cards were made for Hannah 
Cohen. Hannah is an eight 
year old Israeli girl recently 
adopted by Hillel. 
Since Hillel is a Jewish or-
ganization, the members rea-
soned that an appropriate 
project might be to adopt and 
support a needy Israeli child. 
With overwhelming agree-
ment from its members, Hillel 
adopted Hannah. The Han-
ukkah cards were sent to $5.00 for miscellaneous items 
Hazor, Hannah's hometown, · like shampoo, posters, and 
with a picture of the Hillel M&Ms. 
members so that Hannah A portion of the proceeds 
could see her new "parents". from the auction was sent to 
The main event of the even- Hannah as a Hanukkah pres-
ing was the auction. The gifts ent. The remainder was set 
that were donated as a cover aside for her future support. 
charge were auctioned off by Hillel offered much thanks 
sophomore business major to the Sunday brunch crew 
Rob Morris. At an initial ask- and Jane Camhi for their time 
ing price of 50¢ and increases and support, and those who 
of 5 & 10¢, Rob's adept and attended for their enthusiastic 
humorous performance had participation. 
the bidders paying up to 
10,000 Dollar Grant Received by Medical Records Administration 
b_y Denise W erthcim 
The Ithaca College Medical 
Records Administration 
(MIU) program has received 
a SI0.000 grant from the 
Charle'> A. Frucauff Founda-
tion, Inc .. to use for further 
development of the college's 
new MRA program. 
This grant will be used to 
continue ouilding the MRA 
program, to provide cquip-
melll for a simulated labora-
tory. to help in the purchase of 
a computer to aid this program 
and to begin to supply stu-
dents with a meaningful occu-
pation. 
Happy One Year Anniversary 
To 
,111.4_ ~ Carol and Dave ~~~ 
<'fC DeWald · v 
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Early Bird Special 
$8.00 per hour 
Mon. - Fri. 
7:00am to 2:00pm 
with student I. D. 
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ADVANTAGE INDOOR 
TENNIS CLUB. 
Triphammer Rd. 
Call for reservation ... 257-2202 
L------·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
NITECOURT 
215 N. Au"ora St. Ithaca, N.Y. 272·3222 
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Friday Feb. 2 
Dro Dirty 
Tickets at Nite Court & Egbert Union. 
By building the MRA pro-
gram, Ithaca College is· re-
sponding to this need for Med-
ical Record Administrators. 
Currently there arc seven 
frcshpcrsons in this highly 
specialized program. This is 
hccausc the MRA program 
was just initiated last year. 
The department has expecta-
tions for increased enrollment 
in upcoming years. 
The.recent grant is one of 
several that has been receive( 
by the college this year for 
the MRA program. This 
includes a $40,000 grant from 
HEW, a S5,000 grant from the 
Allstate Foundation for the 
construction of the MRA lab 
and grant money from the 
Bureau of Health Manpower 
to ·obtain staffing, equipment, 
and course needs for the 
program. 
The purpose of --the MRA 
program is to prepare stu-
dents as health care adminis- -
trators, planners, consultants, 
researchers, educators, and 
pract1t10ners. The program 
especially emphasizes -com-
puter processing_skills, which 
students will develop in a sim-
ulated laboratory and in clin-
ical internships. 
If anyone is interested in 
finding out more about the 
program. they can contact 
Ann Moore at 274-3432 or go 
to the MRA office in the base-
ment of Rowland Hall. 
Student Volunteers Needed 
The College's Community 
Service Program helps place 
student volunteers with vari-
ous human service agencies 
in and around Ithaca. The fol-
lowing agcncie!> are currently 
in need of students for credit 
or non-credit: 
CANDOR YOUTH COM- · 
MISSION--group or individual 
work with nm·mal teens ages 
• l lc0 W11t Mc1!i 
• l'llnu · ti'dhl 
'\'n S1111dc1,· 
.,J.1ily i;p "'!di 
7-12. Area of interest may in-
clude: journalism, disco danc-
ing, drama, music, photo-
graphy. 
ITHACA YOUTH BUREAU--
Outreach and Referral Pro-
gram. · One tor one work with 
high risk families referred by 
courts. 
PROBATION - DIVERSION-
work one to one with indivi-
· 273.96 J() 
• lrC'~li fish rn; 
· ,: Pc'K P n ck 
• 1CJLII Tnf!I VPCl('[dfl<'lrl 
duals who have committed 
a crime but have never been 
arrested before. Help them 
plan their future and clear 
their record. 
AFTER SCHOOL RECREA-
TION--with free play, games, 
trips, films. Mon. through Fri 
3:00-5:30. 
For more information con-
tact Elaine Leeder, Commun-
ity Service Co-ordinator ext. 
3311 or come to Muller 102F 
on Tues. or Thurs. 
STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE 
HAS LOWEST STEREO 
PRICES 
fine international and ori inal cuisine 
Before you plunk down a penny to buy a 
Car Ster 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 
MASTERCHARGE 
AND VISA CARDS 
GIFT CERT/FICA TES 
AND GIFT WRAPPING 
heck. 
una 
eek 
HOURS: OPEN 
MON-WED I OAM-6PM 
THURS-FRI I OAM-9PM 
SAT IOAM-6PM 
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
SOUNDCHECK SYSTEMS INC. 
704 W.BUFFALO ST. --- ITHACA/ 273-9009 
i!.t :•. r I • • • ,• ' • ~ ' 
Crossroads 
Coffee 
House '.\ 
Mark 
Rust 
by Denise Wertheim and Eva 
Grodberg 
Mark Rust, a local folk 
musician, performed in the 
Crossroads on Wednesday 
night. He played a wide range 
of instruments including, 
guitar, banjo, violin, piano 
and dulcimer. He performed 
mostly his own music, which is 
stylized in the manner of Scott 
Joplin. 
Rust has been making a 
living playing music for four 
years. When he is not in 
Ithaca he tours coffee houses 
in the mid-west and Canada. 
Rust was received with en-
thusiasm by the audience. It 
was evident by the large crowd 
that he is popular in Ithaca. 
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Coming Up lnlthaCa 
HEART To Appear at Cornell The Ithaca Concert Band 
Gaqick Ohlsson , Pianist 
HEART will appear at Cor-
nell's Barton Hall on Sunday 
at 8p.m. Also performing at 
Cornell's first concert of I 979 
will be the Long Island based 
group The Good Rats. 
HEART includes Nancy and 
Ann Wilson, Roger Fisher, 
Steve Fossen, Michael 
Deroiser and Howard Lesse. 
Their hit albums are Dream-
boat Annie, Magazine, Little 
Queen, and Dog and Butter-
fly. 
The Ithaca Concert Band will music educator. Dr. Ode was 
present the third concert of its · Principal Trumpet in the Ar-
1978-79 Winter Series on Sun- my's 9th Division Band and 
o::iy, February 4th. The con- played with the Colorado 
cert is scheduled to begin Springs Symphony. He has 
promptly at 4:30 pm in the als<? recorded on three ?c-
State Theater, Ithaca. cas1ons: a solo album, Reena) 
Music for Trumpet, and two 
albums with the Ithaca Brass 
Quintet. Dr. Ode is·also the 
author of three books and a 
member of numerous 
1onorary and professional 
Henry Neubert will conduct 
the Band for a varier! program 
of band music. As a special 
feature, the Band will accom-
pany Guest Soloist, Dr. James 
Ode . 
Dr. Ode is a Professor of :ocieties. 
Trumpet at Ithaca College, 
and is a noted performer and 
Pianist Garrick Ohlsson will 
appear at Ithaca College on 
Wednesday, January 31st. 
Ohlsson, the only American 
pianist to ever win the Chopin 
International Piano Com-
petit1on, has played 
throughout the world. The 
native New Yorker gave a 
command performance at the 
White House. The concert will 
be held in Ford Hall at 8: 15 
pm. 
This Se1Dester on WI CB-TV 
by Michelle Massa "Panorama", "How Could 
You Forget?," "Health Cap-
sule", "Creative Touch", 
'' Newswatch,''' 'Sports-
week", and "Where's the 
Power?'' 
rights; child abuse; and bat-
tered wives; and their effects 
on the Ithaca Community. 
"Creative Touch" takes a 
close look at arts and crafts in 
Ithaca. Guest appearances by 
local artists and crafts people 
allow demonstrations and 
discussions on their particular 
talents. 
"How Could You Forget?" 
is Ithaca's only locally 
produced game show. Con-
testants from Ithaca College, 
Cornell University and down-
town Ithaca compete through 
a (trivia) game to win a variety 
of prizes. 
"Health Capsule" takes a 
continued on page 9 
This semester, WICB-TV 
has a wide selection of 
programs in store for the 
students and citizens of 
Ithaca. The college television 
station will provide its viewers 
with a variety of shows 
ranging from intellectual news 
commentaries to the fast ac-
tion of a game show. Such 
telecasts will include, 
'Panorama", which is a live 
talk show, involves such sub-
jects as public affairs. news. Ears/ 
entertainment and feature 
stories. Some topics discussed 
Love Beach 
last semester were women's by Scott Greene Keith Emerson's keyboards 
play a more subdued role on 
this album than might be ex-
pected. His virtuosity is over-
shadowed on this album by 
Lake's singing. Still his play-
ing shines through in a num-
ber of places. The song 
"Canario" is his show-off cut. 
It's sure to tweek your tweet-
ers. Ernerson '·s playing on 
the second side is also in-
spired. "Prologue" gives us 
an idea of Emerson's tender-
ness as well as his technical 
ability. "Love at First Sight" 
is also an extremely touching 
song. Keith Emerson is as 
good as ever, and a bit less 
musically egocentric. 
DIRECT FROM THE CITY 
CENTER IN N.Y.C. AND THE 
JOHN F. KENNEDY CENTER 
IN WASHINGTON D.C. 
THE MAIN AILEY 
COMP~NY In a THR.EE 
.DAY RESIDENCY 
All Performances at 8:00pm 
Master Class Planned! 
... the world has never seen a more 
powerful expression of sheer joy." 
The New York Times Clive Barnes 
MONDAY ·FEB.19th TUESDAY-FEB.20th WEDNESDAY ·FEB.21st 
S'iREAMS GAZELLE BLUES SUITE 
CRY HERMIT SONGS LOVE SONGS 
RAINBOW ROUND MEDUSA THE ROAD OF THE 
MY SHOULDER SUITE OTIS PHOEBE SNOW 
REVELATIONS REVEi.AT iONS 
TICKETS: $8.50 $7.50 $6.50 $5.50 Special Group 
rates available. Purchase Two Programs and receive 
a special discount rate. Student Prices also available. 
Call 733-5639or 734-8191 for information 
NITECO_URT 
215 N. A ,trora St. Ithaca, N. Y. 272•3222 
EVERY THURSDAY 
OPEN BAR DISCO 
Vodka - Gin - Beer ladies $3.00 Men $4.00 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY Jan. 26 & 
FOUR O'CLOCK COLLECTION 27 
with BUTCH SKEEN 
Disco - Funl,; - Rhythm 'n' l31ues - Oldies 
Late Nite Disco 1-3 A.M. 
TUESDAY Jan. 30 
DANCE i..ESSONS 8-10 P.M. 
MEN'SNITE 
.95 mixed drinks 
.50 drafts .60 btl. beer 
WEDNESDAY Jan. 31 
2080 FUNN BAND 
Emerson, Lake & Palmer's 
new album "Love Beach" 
comes as a surprise to most 
people. It's an album that 
seeks to reach out with their 
personal styles to an audience 
which has been greatly influ-
enced by the recent changes in 
rock music. In other words 
they are seeking a larger aud-· 
ience. The music on this al-
bum leans toward the "con-
temporary" style, yet it re-
mains recognizable as ELP . 
Greg Lake's vocals are the 
feature attractions of this al-
bum. Once again he entran-
ces his listeners with his voice 
which seems to come out of 
the darkness of the back-
ground music. On the songs 
"For You" and "Memoirs of 
an Officer and a Gentleman," 
Lake lays bare the emotion 
that gives ELP a special place 
in many people's hearts. 
Because oi the expressiveness 
of his voice, I belreve Greg 
Lake to be the portrayer of 
the group's emotions. He 
also does some fine guitar 
work in various spots on the 
album. 
WICB 
proudly 
Carl Palmer's playing is 
also exemplary. He is a little 
appreciated member of this 
group and deserves more 
notice. On "Love Beach" his 
playing is fast, exciting, and 
forceful. There is, however a 
problem on this particular al-
bum. The percussion part is 
poorly recorded. Palmer 
sounds like he's playing down 
the hallway behind Emerson 
and Lake. His part does not 
penetrate at critical points 
TV 6 
presents: 
..... PireDude to Wa B" ... 
a 6 part series on 
WW DI 
Pairt 11 30 .Janu a rry 
at 8:30 pm and again 
11 February 
OirnHy orrn WRCB -TV 6 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
., 
which greatly reduces the 
group's ominous, raw power. 
It's not Palmer's fault, he 
plays just as powerfully as he 
has previous to th'.., album but 
the recording is disappoint-
ing. 
As for best cuts I'd say "For 
You" and "Canario" are 
close runners-up to "Memoirs 
of an Officer and a Gentle-
man." "Memoirs" which com-
prises the whole second side is 
an extended work about love 
war, death, and the American 
way. It's just one more 
glimpse of the limitless talent 
these guys possess 
"Love Beach" is a good al-
bum. It's musically solid 
even if it's a bit poorly re-
corded. Nonetheless their vir-
tuosity shines through. After 
all, they are virtuosos - aren't 
they? 
-This column brought to you 
courtesy of Soundcheck Sys-
tems, Inc., 704 W. Buffalo St., 
where the top album~ are on 
sale for $4.99. 
Music Quiz 
Answers 
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pointing. Most of the charac- · T lk O GJ 
ters ha~c very_ rcalis!ic facial · o ien § 
exprcss10n whtlc their move-
..,_,...,_,.._"-,~------..-------..,-~---11 mcnts arc almost human in 
Lord of the Rings 
Reviewed 
by Barbara Dawson 
The Ithacan 's new policy of to be saved from the ever in-
rating films will be through the creasing power of Sauron. A 
use of a cartoon audience. The fellowship is appointed to help 
rating system is as follows: Frodo bring the ring to its 
4 people-outstanding ultimate destination and de- --
3 people-good struction at Mount Doom. 
2 people-fair Nine members were chosen, 
1 person-poor one for each of the nine ring 
For those of you who loved wraiths (the possessors of the 
J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the nine rings that are now under 
Rings trilogy, Ralph Bakshi' s Sauron 's power). The group 
animated film version will be a consists of men (Aragorn and 
bitter disappointment. The Boromir), a wizard (Gandalf of 
animation is superb for the course), a dwarf (Gimli), 
most part, but nonetheless and elf (Legolas) and hobbits 
"Lord of the Rings" still falls (Frodo, Sam, Merry and 
flat on its face. Pippin). The rest of the story 
The plot is a highly complex deals with their adventures 
one, revolving around hobbits and misadventt,1rcs on their 
and a ring. The hobbit is journey. 
Frodo Baggins, and the ring The biggest flaw in this 
(or the One) is a magic ring movie is that anyone who has 
that is wanted by both the not read the Trilogy will be 
good and evil forces of Middle bored to death. There is a 
Earth. The ring had been mis- very simple explanation for 
sing since time immemorial, this. Tolkien' s plot is a com-
but was accidently discovered plicated one, and Bakshi has 
by a hobbit (named Bilbo not detangled it enough for 
Haggins) in his travels. Bilbo everyone to understand 
gave the ring to his nephew what's going on. Without 
Frodo as a birthday present reading the books first, the 
and it remained unnoticed in movie is impossible to fol-
the Shire (Hobbit land) for low. Characters are not de-
many years. A wizard (Gan- veloped, and without reading 
dalf the Grey, who is a friend the books you'd never under-
of both Bilbo and Frodo) dis- stand why they're doing half 
covers that this ring is indeed the things they' re doing. 
the ring of power. Long ago If you have read the books, 
this ring, and several others, you 'II be disappointed for sev-
were forged in the fires · of eral reasons. Although Bakshi 
Mount Doom. by Sauron the faithfully follows Tolkien for 
Dark Lord. It controls the the majority of the film (too 
nine rings given to man and faithfully perhaps at some 
the three given to the elven points), a great deal is lost in 
lords. This ring, unlike the the transition. Some charac-
others, is completely evil in ters are so altereq you'd 
nature and cannot be used for never recognize them (Bilbo 
purposes other than evil ones. Baggins became a putz). 
After his discovery, Gandalf Bakshi has altered scenes and 
advises Frodo to take several sequences in places where he 
trusted companions and pro- shouldn't have, and the whole 
ceed to Rivendell and the thing is so confusing that 
Council cf Elrond. There, Tolkien himself wouldn't 
this council of the good forces have known what was going 
of Middle Earth, will deter- on. 
mine the fate of the ring. The While most of the animation 
wise men of the Council de- is very good, and a great 
cidc that the ring must be deal of time and effort went in-
destroyed if Middle Earth is to its creation, there are times 
when even this roves disap-
,,,,,,,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,,,, ,~,,' 
- ---- ...... 
. music PLUS 
TIME-OUTS: nightly 
at 7:30 and 10:30 ! 
llJVb~.· . 
93.5 in stereo f m 
Story 
nature. The problem is that 
the animation isn't consistent. 
Frodo, Gandalf, Etc. arc typ-
ical animated characters; 
the others arcn 't. When he 
filmed "Lord of the Rings", 
Bakshi filmed all the battles Recorded 
with actors and horses and 
then painted each frame in-
dividually to give it an ani-
Christopher 
Tolkien 
matcd _I_ook .. ~ftcr all this time In response to the growing 
and cftort. It s a shame that popularity of science fiction 
it docsn 't \~·o~k. The scenes and fantasy recordings, five 
look surrcahst1c and arc more new science fiction and fan-
than slightly annoying to tasy titles arc included in the 
watch. fall list of spoken word recor-
. Bakshi has made a very val- ds and tapes from Caidmon. 
1ant attempt to bring this Leading the list is the second * WJCB-TV 
novel to the screen, and selection from the immensely 
should be given credit for popular best-seller The < 11111//111<·<1 fro,11 l'U<.:<' 8 
doing as well as he did. Ult- Si/marillion by J.R.R. look into some of the rnaJnr 
imately, though, this attempt Tolkien. Read by the author's health issues in the Ithaca 
has failed as have others in son, Christopher Tolkien, the community. On each \how 
the past (Walt Disney Studios selected readings are "The experts discuss a different 
tried once and gave up half- Darkening of Valinor" and topic. This allows the audit'n-
way through the venture). "The Flight of Noldor." The cc the opportunity to under-
If you love Tolkien, avoid this book itself has sold more than stand health hazards and their 
movie un1es you'd really like two million copies in har- precautions in todav's ~ocietv. 
a good cry. · dcover since its release in Sep- "Where's the Po~er?" takes 
!ember, 1977, and the first a look at the energy problems 
Caedmon recording of selec- throughont Tompkins Coun-
tions, has been the company's ty. Conservation programs are 
most popular album of this often d1scu~sed with tips for 
Music Quiz 
by Mark Felix 
1. Name the present members 
of the Doors. 
2. Before reaching stardom 
Billy Joel played in small 
nightclubs in Los Angeles. 
. Under what pseudonym did he 
perform? 
3. What are the last names of 
Peter, Paul, and Mary? 
4. Before forming ELP, Keith 
Emerson used to be the driving 
force behind what now defunct 
band? 
5. Who is the creator and 
president of Motown Recor-
ds? (Hint: He pioneered the 
careers of many superstars; 
Marvin Gaye, The Supremes, 
etc.) 
Answers on Pa~e 8 
year. the comumer. 
A new author on the Caed- "Sportsweek" is produced 
mon label is Judith Merril who live on Wednesdays. It 
reads from her own work Sur- discusses diversified sports 
viva/ Ship. The science fiction events throughout Ithaca. 
tale concerns the very survival Whether it be high schoal or 
of the human race in a most college; football or pingpong-
unorthodox communal man- "Sportsweek" will be there. 
ner. Also on the recording is "Newswatch" is a live 
the author's reading of her coverage of the news produce 
short story "The Shrine of twice a week. Its experienced 
Temptation." <;rew covers n~onal,'s4lte.and 
In tke fantasy. .'category, local events with a wrap-up of 
T.H. White's classic work sports and weather. 
about King Arthur's last days "Disco Spectrum" is an up-
on Earth, The Book of coming one hour special 
Merlyn, is read by Christopher remote from the North Forty 
Plummer. This, the last of in Ithaca. It will feature the 
T.H. White's best selling entire disco atmosphere in-
books, was put together from eluding fashion, music, and 
manuscripts after his death. disco dancing. 
······································~··························· 
... : 
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i OPEN MIKE NIGHT! ~ 
... * 
... * ~ Friday Jano 26 i 
... * 
... * 
... * 
t Everyone is welcome to become a stari : 
... * 
t Free : 
... * 
... * 
... * 
... * 
... * 
!*****************~********************************************! 
... . 
... . ) Dave Rumpler i 
... JI, i Jazz Quartet i 
-t< * ! Tuesday Jano 30 ~ 
-t< • 
... ,. 
-t< ,. 
-t< • 
... ,. 
-t< JI, 
: Admission: i 
-t< JI, 
: .25 with I.C. I.D. : 
... D "' t .50 without I.C. I. . : 
-t< * 
... JI, 
-t< JI, 
-t< JI, 
-t< JI, 
: JI, 
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IC Students Bring London Home 
This Victorian mansion serves as 
Ithaca College's London Center 
361 Elmira Rd .. Ithaca 273-2253 
Mon. -Sat. 8:30-6; Closed Sundaya 
~ FRUIT BASKETS Made To Order 
~· TrN ltlf 11111 • Frellt 
.-£ snu ..... RiYlr. Florida 
~ntn Size 32 GRAPEFRUIT ...__~-:....""'"'It\, 
SUPl'l~ 9th UN 17.25 
.. 
'; 
Jhe Young 
: Sensations / 
/ 
The 1918 
Ithaca College 
Concert Season· 
By CoreJ TaJlor 
It is easy to remember all 
the characterisitics of London; 
the queues (lines), the tubes 
(subway system), the chips 
(french fries) and the pounds 
and pence instead of dollars 
and cents. 
After a semester at I.C. 's 
London Center, returning 
students tend to talk in super-
lativec;;. These words are 
conveyed with a true feeling 
for most rewrnees. For these 
'>tudents Ithaca is anti-clima1 
after London. Returning 
students consider this time 
their withdrawal period. 
lthaJa College in London is 
hou<,ed in a small Victorian ' 
mansion(pictured here). The 
program h small enough to 
provide a homey atmosphere, 
but big enough to provide 
a large range of courses and 
-;ervice'>. 
There is something to be 
said for studying in the field. 
British History had a special 
co111i1111ed 011 page I I 
•Whole Grains•Dried 
Fruits•Cheese• Herbs• 
· Natural Juices•Brewers. 
Yeast•Baking Yeast (No 
Preservatives)• Poppy 
Seeds•Sesame Seeds• 
Chestnuts•N. Y .S. 
Maple Syrup•Maria's 
Salad Dressing•Bean & 
Alfalfa Sprouts•Tropical 
Fruits in Season 
Photo By Bob Buchmann 
IC students reminisce at last semesters end of year party. 
<~06, 
HatrY4lcanafY 
CLIP JOINT 
COLD? Curl up at Hairy Canary's. 
Perm your hair 
116 N. Coyu'd,:,-in the Clinton House 
273-2221 
· GARRICK OHLSSON· 
The only American pianist to win the 
Chopin International Piano Competition. 
Ohlsson's program will include: 
Beethoven's Sonata in F Minor, Op. 
3, No.1; Brahan's Variation and 
Fugue on a Theme by Handel; and 
selected works of .Chopin. 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31 
FORD HALL 
8:15 
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT: 
It Presents a Hickey's Music Store/Egbert Union on the Ithaca tt 
- Ji!i! Garrick cihlssorn ~~=~:e~;~~;~j'.l~~d Straight Box Office Ill 
ll Student Reserved Seats: $3.00 (!\! 
iht\\:\}:\:!/:f!=/1:!/:!:}/!:\\1=1=?1=\fi=i=~It=i=i=f~=ffit=i=\=Ii=/I\=\=}\/\:\:\:f\:\/:\:f!f=itl=i=i=i=fi=i=fi=i=!{{:!:i=i:1{=11i=1=1=1=~=1=fi=fit=i=fif=i=fftfftii\Iftfi{fftftttttffi!i=fi=J1:Ii@. 
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IC Offers Program For Binge Eaters 
This term, Martha Wolga, a 
psychotherapist at the Health 
Center, is again planning to 
work with a group of students 
who have the problem of 
binge-eating. Any students 
who are binge-eaters and who 
would like to be in a group 
with others who share the 
same difficulty may call the 
Health Center to speak with 
Wolga about her plans, or 
may call to make an appoin-
tment to sec her, All inquires 
will be held confidential, and a 
call or visit to get information 
does not obligate the in-
dividual to be in the group. 
Binge-eating is defined as 
eating large quantities of food 
in a relatively short period of 
time. Those who do it charac-
teristically describe a feeling of 
being totally "out of control" 
at the time of the eating. They 
usually say that they have no 
idea "why" they do it, 
especially since the binge is 
usually followed by intense 
feelings of guilt and· shame. 
Each binge is generally also 
followed by a resolution that it 
will be the last; however, 
another binge, or period of 
binging follows. 
l\1ost binge-caters follow the 
binge with an attempt to "un-
do" what has been done. 
Some diet strictly, in order to 
offset the intake of calories, 
some induce vomitting, some 
take laxatives, and some use 
amphetamines. These un-
doing mechanisms are 
sometimes as distressing as the 
binge-eating itself. 
Those who binge-cat arc 
frequently not aware that the 
problem is a relatively com-
mon one, especially among 
young women. Because of 
their feelings about what they 
arc doing, most binge-eaters 
do not tell others, even their 
close friends, that they have 
this problem. One of the ad-
vantages of a group for people 
who binge i~ that they meet 
others who have this habit, 
and come to see that neither 
they, nor the others, are 
"freaky", "crazy", or "off 
the wall." They ~imply have a 
problem which they have not 
a\ yet 5een a v.ri:; to under-
~tand and ove 1 .:,n,·. 
* The London Experience 
COlllillli<'d /i'(///1 flll.f!.l' JO 
meaning when the class was 
held while strolling on the 
Roman walls in York. Our Art 
and Architecture classes fre-
quently· met in the National 
Gallery. Working with the In-
stitute of Race Relations for 
the Minorities in the U. K. 
class gave all of us a sense of 
purpose. We also gained a 
better understanding of the 
problems of our new home. 
For many of us, London 
opened up worlds we had 
never explored before. The 
ballet, classical music, opera, 
and theatre were arts that 
were foreign, or almost non-
existent to many of us. Now 
these activities have grown 
part of many J.C. Londoners. 
The London experience was 
also excursions to Europe, 
Scotland, Wales and other 
parts of England. Did you 
know that Frank Searle, who 
conducts the exploration for 
the Loch Ness monster, re-
ceives no funds from any 
government or organization'! 
He lives in a trailer along side 
the Loch and receives contri-
butions from interested 
tourists. He spent a half 
hour talking to our small 
group. 
As a• Long Islander from 
Huntingdon, I was interested 
to learn that a school class in 
Huntington, England cor-
responds with the pen pal 
club in my Junior High School 
as part of the towns' exchange 
program. Bob Buchmann and 
(1 ~ 
y-, 
'( '• ' 1!l' 
~,:l-~~ 
IC Grado Joins ABC 
Henry C. Kavett has joined 
the public relations staff of 
American Broadcasting Com-
panies, Inc., it was announced 
today by Ellis Moore, Vice 
President, Public Relations, 
ABC, Inc. 
Mr. Kavctt is responsible 
for publicity and public rela-
tions activities for the ABC 
Radio Division, and will work 
also with the radio network 
and owned station groups. 
Kavett is a '75 Ithaca grad-
uate who worked in both print 
and broadcast media while 
enrolled. He served as news 
director for WICB-TV and was 
the creator of the nightly news 
program, then known as 
"News Scene." He also · 
worked in radio news, produc-
tion, studio engineering, 
and announcing at the college 
BOOLS 
Flower Shop 
Downtown 
209 N. Aurora St~ 
272-8410 
station. Kavett holds a degree 
in . Communications and 
Music. 
Prior to joining ABC, Mr. 
Kavett was Broadcast Media 
Specialist for Burson-Marstel-
ler Public Relations, New York 
a position he held since Octo-
ber, 1977. Earlier, he worked 
for the NBC Radio Network as 
a news writer; for WBBF/ 
WNWZRadio, Rochester, NY, 
in the news department; for 
WUTR-TV, Utica, NY as an 
account executive; and in the 
news departments at WBNG-
TV, Binghamton, NY, and 
WTKO Radio, Ithaca, NY. 
, .................. . 
I PREPARATION FOR 40th 11 I YUII 
I MCAT I 
I GMATDAT. {~l.ri 
=GRE • OCAT •VAT• SAT I 
I Small Classes· O Voluminous Home Study I 
I Materials • Permanent Cente~s Open Days, I 
I Evenings & We~kends e Complete Tape I 
I Facilities for Review of Class Les~ons and I 
I Study of Supplementary Materials e I 
=ilnterBranch Transfers e Lo:,,::::::.~::• =I 
I ~~ and see I ifAplAN. for yourself why we I 
• EDUCATIONAL CENTER make the difference I 
CENTER, LTD I 
I 305 Vine St FLEXIBLE PROGRAMS !I I Liverpool. NY 13088 AND HOURS I fiL . 315-451-2970 . ~~~~~~~~~••m~••••e~~m~•••m~~ 
I talked to that class and it was 
an exciting experience. The 
kids couldn't conceive of that 
famous suburban creation, 
the mall (with parking for 
3,000 cars) and I couldn't 
imagine having to wear a 
uniform to school. 
It wasn't easy to return to 
"the States." · The day I 
returned I almost got hit by 
a car crossing the street. 
Later that week I went to six 
pay telephones and walked 
away from each one thinking 
they were broken. In Britain a 
caller diab the number fir<;t 
and the depm,its their coins 
when the call connects. Hmv 
was I supposed to kncl\\ that 
in America you dcpo<;it mone:, 
first? 
It is eas:v to sec wh:- former 
Londoner~ talk of a great 
experience. Now that it's 
over, we\·c all ju!>t begun to 
realize hm\ much \I c actuallv 
did and how valuable it wa~. 
I know I'm an American, 
hut I hope one day I get to 
return home. 
Just Shake it 
and Let it Fall Into Placea 
The Precision Haircut. 
Precision haircutting is our method of cutti~g your 
hair in harmony with the way it grows ... so 1t never 
loses its shape. 
And because your hair falls naturally into place, 
all you have to do is shake it. . 
At Command Performance, we shampoo, preci-
sion cut and blow dry your hair for just $12.00 
whether you're a guy or a gal. And no appointments 
are ever necessary. . 
Permanent waves, coloring, frosting and ccnd1-
tioning, we do it all, but Wf! really shine with the 
precision haircut, and so will you. 
~ND~------~ a;,.________ (pJ 
C.ommand Performan~ 
.. -.. 'Pyram"i-d Mall, Ithaca 
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5 
257-4020 
... 
.. 
SPORTSPORTSPORTS 
Baker: ''We're Ready to Play." 
"We're ready to play," an-
nounced Ithaca basketball 
coach Tom Baker, whose team 
hits the road this week for 
games with Colgate and RPI. 
· 'The guys are just itching to 
get out there." 
Ithaca's impatience is prom-
pted somewhat by Saturday's 
postponement with RIT, a 
game the team had been 
loriking forward to for some 
time. The Bombers, 77-71 
overtime victors over Elmira 
vn Thursday after a month-
long layoff, had not played a 
Conference game since 
December 1st, their league 
opener at Hobart. 
"We were ready for RIT," 
said Baker, who was forced to 
c·ancel the trip due to snowy 
and icy road conditions. "But 
lives arc more important to us 
than games. It would have 
been ridiculous to travel in 
that weather." The game, first 
of a home and home series, 
will definitely be re-scheduled 
in the future, posing a 
problem of sorts for both 
squads. 
·~Our schedule is pretty 
crammed as it is," noted 
Baker. "And I know RIT is in 
the same situation." 
The Bombers will play their 
next three games--at Colgate 
Thursday, at RPI Saturday, 
and home against Hobart, 
Monday-- within a five-day 
span. February's schedule is 
even more congested with. 12 
SHOE TROUBLE? 
SEE 
AURORA SHOE REBUILDERS 
Across from Seneca St. 
Parking Ramp Bus Stop 
206 N. Tio~a St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
Phone 272-7900 
0 Heel~ and Soles Repair 
• Handmade Ladies' Bae)'~ 
• Handbag & Zipper Repair 
0 Repairs On All Type ot Boots 
P,ck Up '.:.1,11,ori, 
games slated, six of them in a 
nine-dav period from 
Februa"ry 2-10. 
Still, the Bombers are 
anxious to get into their In-
dependent College Athletic 
Conference schedule, where a 
league title means an 
automatic bid to the NCAA 
Division III Tournament. 
Saturday's game with RPI 
will set thel_r ICAC slate into 
motion, followed in rapid suc-
cession by Hobart, Clarkson , 
and St. Lawrence. The 
Hobart contest, Monday night 
in Ithaca, wilt match the Bom-
bers against an early season 
conqueror. The Statesmen 
won the initial meeting 85-57 
in Geneva, and the Bombers 
would no doubt like to return 
the favor. 
First, however, the lthacans 
must deal with Division I 
Colgate, a team it hasn't 
beaten since 1967-68 .. Colgate 
also holds a 17-9 series advan-
tage, including a 90-71 win last 
year. 
"They're big," warns 
Baker, "and Hogett at guard is 
a real key." 
"We'll try to control the 
tempo on defense, and we'll 
go to war on the boards." 
Next for the Bombers is RPI, 
a 64-51 victor over Hobart on 
Saturday and one of the 
quickest teams in the Con-
ference. The Engineers use a 
shuffle offense, says Baker, 
with 1a lot of movement--
similar to Ithaca's style of at-
tack. They'll have an axe to 
grind on Saturday, having lost 
to Ithaca twice last year and 
twice the previous year. 
The Bombers are near the 
top of their game, however, 
having won three of their last· 
four. Ithaca squeaked by Cor-
t land 71-70 and won overtime 
games against LeMoync(68-
65) and Elmira (77-71), while 
losing to Brockprot, 76-74 at 
the buzzer. 
Against the Soaring Eagles of 
Elmira on Thursday, Ithaca 
played perhaps its finest 20. 
minutes of basketball, en· 
joying a 39-28 advantage at 
halftime after a 69 percent 
shooting half, before Elmira 
turned the tide. 
The Soaring Eagles took ad-
vantage of several Ithaca 
miscues, and came back to·tie 
the game· at 67-67 with 0: 14 
left. Elmira's Brian Doherty 
then stole an Ithaca pass in the 
waning moments, and drove' 
toward the basket unmolested 
for the aooarent winning 
TriVia Q:uiz 
BY GEORGE GOODMAN 
Answers on Pg 14 
All questions in this week's 
trivia quiz concern records set 
or tied in Super Bo\\,l XIII. 
QUESTION ONE: The 66 
points scored on Sunday 
represented the most points 
scored by both teams in a 
Super Bowl game. Name the 
Super Bowl and its participan-
ts that combined to hold the 
previous record of 47. IIIIIBlll&iiiiillllllliiil ____________ _ 
=-·~·-~-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-··-·-1 :, i Tired of tuning in · i · AS,jATA C GA~DEN 
l R~STAUR~NT] ·i t~ . thoven? i -. . • ! Or tribal dances? ! · 
I ! 
i Or nothing? ! · 
• I I • 
i We've got a consistent ! 
i blend of contemporary ! 
i rock music, ! 
i 24 hours a day. ! 
• . . I . 
I • 
i Tune in. We've got ! 
i what you need! ! 
• I . 
i- aw// day musicb' ! 
!93.S;n ste,e!fm i1 
• I 
L·-·-··-J-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-~; 
( 'hint·,,· -Anieri(·an Food 
118 W. State Street 272-7350 
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
$8.00 per hour 
Mon. - Fri. 
11 :00 pm till ... 
with student I.D. 
,-----------------, 
I ADVANTAGE INDOOR 1 
\ TENNIS CLUB I 
l I I Triphammer Rd. I 
I Call for reseNation ... 257-2202 i 
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• 
\.. ~ 
Herb Richmond: leads I. C. 
shooters with .575 percentage. 
bucket. But Ithaca forward 
Herb Richmond came out of 
nowhere to swat away the final 
shot with 0:02 left to force an 
overtime session. 
Richmond, who led Ithaca's 
scoring with 19 points, canned 
five of the team's ten points in 
overtime, while Jim 
Waitkavicz hit four import.ant 
free throws in O.T.(bothl and 
1 situations). Waitkavicz 
finished the game with 18 
points and a game high 11 
rebounds, while guard Dan 
Harris added 17 points on 
co111i1111ed 01111age /4 
QUESTION TWO: Terry 
Bradshaw and Roger Staubach 
combined, threw for, seven 
touchdovm passes, also a 
Super Bowl record, breaking 
the previous of four. Name 
the Super Bowl game that had 
the four touchdown passes. 
QUESTION THREE: Terry 
Brad~haw threw for 3 I 8 yards 
passing to set another Super 
Bowl record. Name the quar-
terback that threw for 250 
yards in a Super Bowl game, 
the most until Sunday 
QUESTION FOL R: Terry 
Bradshaw threw for four 
touchdown passes, breaking 
the_ previous record of two set 
by four quarterbacks. Brad-
shaw threw for two touch-
down passes in 1976. Name 
the other three quarterbacks 
that threw two passes for 
touchdown in a Super Bowl 
contest. 
QUESTION FIVE: The 75-
yard touchdown pass from 
Bradshaw to John Stallworth 
tied a record. Name the quar-
·terback and the receiver in-
volved in the previous 75-yard 
touchdown pass. 
HELP WANTED . 
ITSFOR 
YOU ... 00 
please call 
274m3207 
x207 · 
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Finally 9 A Super Super Bowl 
h)' gcorge goodman 
Super Bowl XIII was uo-
doubtedly the most interesting 
psychological blo\, it i~ to 
them and what an uplift it i~ to 
the team that ,cored. !\kl 
Blount piL·kL·d off a Rmier 
Staubad1 pa~, and raced -28 
yard, to hi~ own 44. ri, c 
play, latL'r, with only 26 
,crnnd, rcnraining in the half, 
on a third-and-one at the 7. 
BraLhh:rn lobbed a pa" to a 
leaping Rocky Bierer tor a 
touchdown and a 21-14 lead at 
halftime. 
The Stceler, !!Ot a not her 
p~ychologicaJ boost \\ hen 
Smith dropped the "touch-
dm\n" pa,s and the Ctl\\hO\, 
had to settle for a field goal 
and a 21-17 deficit. 
l\1id\\ay throu1.d1 the final 
quarter, the cont ro\ c1 ,1al 
pa,,-interlcrcncc pcnalt~ !!cl\C 
P1tt,hurgh a fir\! dcrnn on the 
Ccm boy 36. The CO\\ ho\, 
held for l \\ 0 p(ay, but Oil a 
third-and-I;)_ Brad,h,m found 
Tight f·nd Kandy (iro"rnan 
for ten yard~ and a f1r,1 do\\ n 
fhen a11othcr hey play o,-
( ·u11111/ti£'rl 1111 Pa!!I' 1-t 
-Super Bowl to date. And, as 
in the case of all clo,e games, 
the brooding and moping of 
the losing team~ seem to 
dominate the stories. Since 
early Sunday night, one has 
heard that two incidents in the 
game "turned" the game 
around. One wa~ that the pass 
interference penalty called 011 
Dallas defender Benny Barne~ 
in his attempt to cover Lynn 
Swann was not interference at 
all. And two, that had Dallas 
tight end .Jackie Smith held on 
to the obvious touchdown 
pas~. the game would have 
been different. Why these 
people feel that two plays 
"make" a game, is unknown. 
quarterbacks in the NFI who 
calls hi~ own play, (a dying 
breed), dissected the "tough" 
Dalla, defen,c with ,uch 
precision that C\ en Cowboy 
fans h"d to admire it. 
Cowbo~ ~afctic~ Charlrc 
Waters and Cliff Harris. 
whom many bclicw arc the 
be<;t in football, ~aw man~ 
bullets pierce through their 
secondary ;111 game long. 
The Dalla, defemc ,topped 
the Stecler running game early 
hut Brad~haw wa~ effecti\t: 
through the air. On their fiN 
touchdown drive. the Stccler~ 
threwfor 48 yards on the 53-
yard long drive. The drive 
culminated in a 28-yard Brad-
,h aw to John Stallworth 
touchdown pas~. 
IC Football Awards 
One thing thqt seems to be 
getting thrown farther and far-
ther a\\ay i, that Pitt~burgh 
quarterback Terry Brad~haw 
had a :-.pectacular game. Brad-
shaw was 17 fur 30, for 3 I 8 
yards, four touchdown passe, 
and only one interception. 
That is quite a game by a 
;ellow who has been called 
Mr. Beautiful but Dumb. 
Bradshaw, one of the few 
After the Cowboy, came 
bach to lead 14-7, Brad,haw, 
in obviou~ pain, threw a pa,~ 
to Stallworth again but thi, 
time Stallworth had t(1 wea\e 
and hob 1110<;1 of the way to the 
end 1one. The whole play 
COH:red 75 yard~. 
One of the fir,t "turning 
points"' came late in the fir~t 
ha! f. One alway, hear~ that 
when a team i~ ,cored upon in 
the final minute of a period (in 
football, of the halt), what a 
Ithaca College football 
coach Jim Butterfield, who 
guided his team to a 9- I record 
in '78 and~ Lambert Bowl 
recognition as the top Division 
III team in the East, has been 
named Kodak College 
Division "Coach of the Year" 
in District I. Butterfield was 
selected by a vote of the 
American Football Coaches 
Association in District I, 
which encompasses all college5 
in New York and New 
England. It was the second 
such honor for the 12th year 
coach who received "Coach of 
the Year" laurels in 1974 
following an undefeated 
season. 
The football team received 
ZOW Repeat as Champs 
by Don Nichter 
The Fall semester edition 
of intramural floor hockey was 
completed on December 24th 
when ZOW took the playoff 
Championship. ZOW , in 
capturing their second consec-
utive championship in as 
many years, was taken to the 
limit before prevailing 8-7 
over the Mean Machine in 
overtime. John Foust had the 
game winner for ZOW in 
this marathon thriller. "Aps" 
Kinnan was the top marksman 
for ZOW with 4 goals in the 
garne. Tom Fusco almost 
singlehandedly kept the Mean 
Machine in the game with 5 
of his team's 7 goals. 
After going undefeated in 
the regular season ZOW out-
scored their first two playoff 
opponents, Guns & Dope and 
Flying Bcrucas 14-6 in order 
to advance to the champion-
ship game. There was no let 
up in this final game as the 
offensive firepower produced 
8 goals; just enough to clinch 
the victory. Members of this 
championship team were: 
Steve Allison, A. Jay Baldwin, 
Steve Maskell, John Foust, 
Ken Bane, Steve Cutter, Alex 
"Aps" Kinnan, Jon Heisman, 
and Phil Poiner. 
The Mean Machine, a 
Our 9th Year 
Now at 2 Locations 
MONTESSORI 
Teacher Training 
APPROVED BY THE 
AMERICAN MONTESSORI SOCIETY 
Summer Academic Program 
Beaver College & 
Cornell University 
12 Graduate Credits 
Available 
Call or write reg1srrar 
AERCO/Phlla. Teacher Training 
1400 E. Willow Grove Ave 
Ph1la., PA 19118 (215)233-0141 
AERCO/lthaca Teacher Training 
Ms. Carole Korngold 
25 Roxbury Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
(914) 472-0038/472-9196 
"wild card" entry in the play-
offs. turned mean in post-
season action and proved to 
be the ''.Cinderella" team of 
the playoffs. The defeated the 
undefeated Puckin' A's and 
Burn, Rape, & Pillage 4-2 
and 7-2 respectively in the 
first two rounds of the playoffs 
Then thev came within one 
goal of taking the champion-
ship. The Mean Machine, 
with a nucleus of sophomores, 
is sure to he a threat in future 
years. As it turned out how-
ever, the experience of the all 
senior ZOW team , paid I off 
in their capturing ot the 
championship for the second 
season in 
Announcing ... 
Uniqu_e 
Spring Vacation 
in Soviet Union 
2 weeks - March 3-18 
Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev 
Total Cost: $1075 
for more information call: 
Marla McManus 
273-0156 
-------------------------------~-~, I 
I 
FEBRUARY 
BYTHE 
FIRE·SIDE 
GREYSTONE INN 
1457 E. Shore Drive (rte 34) 
3 miles North of Ithaca off Rte 13 
273-4096 
American Express .. Visa ... Master Charge 
10% Dmner Discount Upon Request 
~---------~-------------~-----~----
yet another honor when it was 
named ECAC Team of the 
Year in Division 111, its third 
such honor in five years. 
Ithaca was a unanimous 
choice among t~e selectors. 
The ECAC AW ARD WAS 
VOTED ON. BY THE ECAC 
Division III Awards ¼ Com-
mittee, composed of athletic 
directors from various mem-
ber imtitutions. 
Also honored by the ECAC 
was Ithaca College offensive 
tackle Alan MacDonald, who 
was named co-Rookie of the 
Year for 1978. A 6-4, 225 lb. 
sophomore from Moriah, 
MacDonald was the strong 
side tackle on the nation's top 
rushing team. Due largely to 
MacDonald's efforts up front, 
the Bombers rushed for 3,203 
yards (320.3 per game) during 
the regular season and 37 
touchdowns on the ground. 
Four Ithaca College football 
players, two juniors, one 
senior and a graduate student, 
have been named to AP's 
College Divi~ion All-America 
football team for 1978. 
The team, known as the Lit-
tle All-America, wa~ anno~n-
ced in December and repre~en· 
ts the be~t from Divi~ion 1-
AA, II and Ill of the NCAA, 
and the entire member,hip ol 
the NAIA W-- in short, all 
college~ other than Division I-
A of the NCAA. 
Repeaters ,or Ithaca arc 
graduate student Scott Colton, 
a defemive back from Hun-
tington who was named to the 
third team, and John 
Schicmann, a linebacker from 
Rochester who received 
honorable mention 
recognition. Also selected a~ 
honorable mention were 
juniors John Laper, a 
linebacker from North 
Tonawanda, and Matt Mees, a 
fullback from Westboro, 
Massachusetts. 
WE'VE GOT A 'NEW LOOK 
Visit us at our 
1\Teu, La1:qe1· "--.101,e 
more plants, more flowers 
Plus: Bamboo, wicker, and 
rattan furniture. :r-.4 
. .. and many 
exciting gifts! 
• 
THE PLANTATION 
114 Ithaca Commons 
t>ctw+>cn the Iron Sho;:: ,Ind 
E11J,co11 J:"lns.on 
273-7231 
You Don't Need a Subway! 
To 
l Get 
-All skirts & slacks 50%otf 
·All other merchandise 20%off 
-Men's crew neck sweaters 
were $16.00 now $12 88 
' ;;If J~- UNDERGROl'I\JD 
~} ~~~ SPORTSWEAR 
•
•• 
' ' 
I ~--If' '\ 
/,-.( ~ 
When you ;:v-e 
·1n Cosent1ni s Sho<.!S 
step downstairs to t1nd 
blouses, sweaters. pants 
skirts all at low low pnces 
13r~ ---common~ 
9:00-5:.:>J Mon-Sat 
Thurs & Fri Night 
Open ttll 9:30 
I" 
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* Super Bowl Review 
strike to Swann giving the 
Steelers an insurmountable 35-
17 lead. 
Even though the Cowboy~ 
showed determination by 
scoring two touchdowns in the 
final three minute\, the 
Steeler~ knew they had become 
the first team to win three 
Super Bowls. The Steeler~ 
went into the prevent defense 
and let the Cowboy\ eat up the 
cloc"k. The final minutes were 
extre111ely nerve-wracking for 
the bettors who were involved 
with the 3 ½ to 4 1/i point 
spread. 
The Steelers took advantage 
of the opportunities pre5ented 
to them, most of the oppor-
t u nitie~ were Cowboy 
mistake,, and gave the 
Cowboys very few. 
Bits N Pieces: · . Why 
did Otis Birdsong get on the 
NBA We~t All-Star team when 
January 25, 1979 
his teammate Phil Ford did 
not? .What do 
the Philadelphia Flyers and 
the University of Syracuse 
basketball team have in com-
mon? When they play at 
home, they are unbeatable 
because the referees bend over 
backwards for them.. Who 
came in fifth in the NBA fan 
voting for the West All-Star 
center? Would you believe 
Bill Walton 
continued from pa[!e 13 
curred. The Steelers had a 
third-and-five at the Cowboy 
17. The Steelers were slow get-
ting to the line of scrimmage. 
.Just prior to the snapping of 
the ball, the referee blew his 
whistle indicating that the 
Steelers had not started a play 
\\ithin 30 seconds of the last 
one (a delay of game pen~lty). 
But Dallas linebacker Thomas 
Hender~on disregarded the 
whi<;tle and sacked Bradshaw 
to the ground for a supposed 
I :I-yard lo~'>- Franco Harris 
took exception to this and 
raced to Bradshaw's defeme. 
Harris had words with the 
Hotdo12 0f Holl~ wood. 
lineperson Kandy White 
looped outside and rittsburgh 
center Mike Webster knocked 
Dallas tackle Dave Stalls to 
Orlando making a ·hole'. big 
enough to let Harris race 22 
yarrls untouched and give the 
Steelers a 28-17 lead. Cowboy 
fans claim that line judge, 
Jack Fette, blocked out 
Charlie Waters on the play. 
Fette did do a good job of in-
lerferring with Waters (of 
course it was unintentional) 
but even if Waters had a clear 
~hot, Harris had rolled up too 
much steam and it is doubtful 
that one person could have 
brought him down. 
Winter Scoreboard 
The Steeiers now had a fhird-
and-nine. The Cowboys went 
into their "nickel" defen,e. 
Thi, meam, that there is an ex-
tra secondary back and onlv 
t\\O linchackeVi. Bradsha\~. 
called a 93-trap. an inside run 
by Harris. The Steeler, were 
charged up after Henderson's 
play. A, this play developed, 
Nineteen ~econds later, the 
Steelers ended Super Bowl 
X 111 for all practical purposes. 
Randy White fumbled the en-
suing kickoff and Denni, Win-
\ton recovered for the Steders 
at the Dallas 18. Bradshaw 
mowd in for the kill on the 
very first play. ft was an 
eighteen yard touchdown 
Varsity Basketball (3-4) 
IC 
45 
57 
45 
71 
68 
74 
77 
OPP. 
Hartwick 68 
Hobart 85 
Oneonta 57 
Cortland 70 
LeMoyne 65(0T) 
Brockport 76 
Elmira 71 (OT) 
Women's Basketball (3-3) 
IC 
75 
61 
84 
51 
68 
66 
Buffalo St. 
Utica 
Barnard 
Harvard 
Scranton 
Hartwick 
OPP. 
63 
71 
21 
62 
96 
37 
Men's Swimming (3-1) 
IC 
62 Utica 
70 Canisius. 
35 Cortland 
58 Binghamton 
OPP. 
40 
42 
76 
55 
Next: RPI/Rochester 1-27 
r·····wELCOME-B-AC_K_! -1 Varsity 'B' Basketball (2-3) IC Opp. 56 Eisenhower 57 * Ithaca Gels 
i 
HEAD'S CAMERA SHOP 
PHOTO SPECIALISTS 
272-8090 
GEORl'.,E A POTTER 300 E. STATE ST. 
Owner ITHACA, NEW \'ORK 14850 
,;.. ... ·-····················-·······························································-········· 
Shoemakers to America 
Keep your cool And show it 
off on a new Swirl dex bottom. 
With open back and double 
open shark in soft glove leather. 
The world's wide open to 
you and the feeling is Dexter. 
SHOES TO BOOT 
PYRAMID MALL 
67 Hobart 62 
79 Oneonta 90 
76 Cortland 85 
74 LeMoyne 65 
Wrestling (2-1-1) 
IC 
Cornell 
TC-3 
'B' 25 
23 
17 
28 
Mansfield 
Clarkson 
OPP. 
25 
22 
26 
20 
continued from page 12 
8xl0 shooting from the floor. 
His backcourt mate, co-
captain Dave Wood, netted 
only three points, but had 
seven assists while directing a 
solid floor game. 
For ,,.!he season, Waitkavicz 
still paces the Bombers in both 
scoring (14.6ppg) and reboun-
FIREPLACE EQUIP 
the iron shop 
the commons Z72•5101 
·-- -- -- -- -- ------- --
: Judd Falls Laundromat ~ 
1 East Hill Plaza 1 
I clean, friendly, free coffee I 
: Attendent always on duty 7 days a week : 
I Bulk Laundry Dry Cleaning I 
I 273-9923 I 
I Try Us You'll Like Us 1 L---- I 
----.------------
• 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111u1111111111111111111111111111111111,11,11111 111111111 u 1!.; 
SUB'S & SUCH East 
Great selection of quality subs 
Roast Beef; Turl~ey; Ham; 
Tuna; Salami; Cold Cuts; 
Cheese; or Soppy Joe. 
Don't forget about our foods from 
south of the boarder: Tacos, En-
chiladas, Burritos, Tostoos, and our 
doily special. 
l 03 N Aurora St 
.273-1711 
Located at the loot of Aurora St. hill 
:'ln1iq111111111u111111111111111111111111u11111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111 111111 111 1111 1111tt1111111111t 
ding (10.4 per game). 1ne b-4 
forward from Binghamton has 
led the team in rebounding 
every game, pt.lling down 11 
or more in Ithaca's last four 
contests. Herb Richmond is 
next with 13.7 ·points per 
game, and leads the Bombers 
with a .575 field goal percen-
tage. 
Tom Baker ha:: called up 
guard Jeff Cornish from the 
junior varsity to replace in-
jured started Kevin Vogt. 
Vogt, a 6-1 sophomore from 
Fulton, averaged 4.5 points 
and-3.2 rebounds in six games. 
He will likely be lost for the 
season, following a hernia 
operation. 
Trivia Answers 
ANSWER ONE: Super Bowl 
II Green Bay 33 Oakland 14 
ANSWER TWO: Super Bowl 
X Pittsburgh and Dallas both 
had two TD passes. 
ANSWER THREE: Super 
Bowl I Bart Starr, Green Bay 
ANSWER FOUR: Super Bowl 
I Bart Starr, Green Bay 
Super Bowl I( Daryle 
Lamonica, Oakland 
Super Bowl VI&X Roger 
Staubach, Dallas 
ANSWER FIVE: John Unitas 
threw 75 yards to John 
Mackey for a Baltimore 
touchdown in Super Bowl V 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Students who have not yet 
paid or made acceptable 
arrangements to pay their 
spring semester bills are 
reminded that students can not 
register for the spring semester 
after this Friday, January 
26th. A student is not con-
sidered registereauntil his or her 
bill is paid in full. 
The National Honorary 
Broadcasting Society · is 
holding a Disco Party on 
Saturday at 9 p.m. in the 
Terrace dining Hall. Every-
one is invited. Beer will be 
available and music will be 
spun by"Sound". 
Student'> intLrcstcd in '>pend-
ing the fall. Jg79. semester at 
the London Center mw,t com-
plete their applications by 
March 20. An interview in the 
Foreign Study Office also i., 
neccssarv. Pick up applica-
tions in Muller 2 I 8. Ext. 3306. 
Meeting to Investigate Studen-
ts' Rights. Monday 5:00 pm in 
the Job Room in Egbert 
Union. Open to all. 
The Cornell Riding 
Program for Ithaca College 
students begins next week. 
Anyone interested in riding at 
Cornell who has not registered 
may, do so Thurs. or Friday 
evenings( Jan. I 8 or I 9) from 
5:00 pm to 7:00 pm or Satur-
day, Jan. 20 between 2:00 pm 
and 5:00 pm at the Oxley-Polo 
Arena. 
_,______.[I..____, 
· Zeather 2xp.re&f 
Mon.-Sat 10-6 (lfjj 314 E State St 
Thurs open (Iii 9 273 5806 
There i~ one opening on the 
Board of Trustees now for 
anyone who is not a student, 
faculty, or staff person. 
The Writing Lab is now 
open for the spring semester. 
The Lab, located at 126 Gan-
nett Center, offers assistance 
to students having trouble in 
any stage of the writing 
process. This drop-in t utorfal 
service is staffed by two 
faculty members from the Ap-
plied Writing Program and 
three student assistants, 
providrng a total of 35 hours a 
week. Our hours arc: Monday 
10-12, 6-9; Tuesday I I :30-
1 :30, 7-10; Wednesday 10-4, 7-
10; Thursday 12:30-2:30, 7-10; 
Friday 10:30-12:30. 
The Tompkin, Coun1y Art, 
Council i~ \tarting a monthly HELP! 
lle\\',lcttcr \\hich will carry not The Ithacan needs 
only calendar i11forrnati(111 but k Ad 
There will also be another 
opening :n May. 
aJ...o Ile\\\ item, and funding people tO WOr On -
lle\\S or inlereq 10 member, of vertising 1 .. ayout. Com-
Anyone can make a 
suggestion for a prospcuivc 
trustee. I 
For more information, con-
tact Bette Ann Sa,acksstudent 
trustee, X3377. 
The Strand's ~pring 
semester • dance cla~ses will 
begin on Saturday, January 
22. Classes will be offered for 
adults and children, in modern 
dance, ballet, improvisation, 
creative movement and jan. 
For further information call 
the Strand box office (272-
7174, 11 :00-5 :00, :'vlonday 
through Saturday( or dance 
teacher Lori Grossman (272-
1095). 
SASP will be holding an in-
formational meeting on Thur- i 
<,day, .January 25, 9 pm in Tex- . 
tor 103. Corne find out fir-1 
st hand who they arc and ,, hat 
they do. · 
1hc Inca! arl'> community. 
Anyone,, llh informal ion that 
1hey feel ,hould be included in 
lhL' new,lc1 ll'r ,1lo11Jd ,c·nd ii to 
1he 1...'(1u11cil at P.O. Box 731, 
Ithaca. N. Y. 14850, Pr call 
miss,ons;5%. Experien-
ce preferred but not 
necessary. Call 274-
3207 or X207 and leave 
name and phone num-
2T:'---l91l6 "' '(Hlll a, p,1,qJi!c ber. 
/\JNLJMJT~E~D~~~· 5i,),~ .. 
SHRIMP .~_ .. ,· .. : >7rj\ 
at our unique ~\ 
salad bar :·:L__l ! 
PLUS Un!imited \. ~- / i 
Appetizers and Desserts ~- ' J 
Please Patronize eworrdJ!am;US"'"g;l I 
~o~ur~A~d~v~e~rt~is~e~rs~ lJ.!,},U,l3~f IS.~ 
TO MEET THE DEMAND 
ITHACA TRANSIT 
ADDS BUS ROUTES 
. 
HOURLY SERVICE FOR THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS 
ROUTE 4 NORTH SOUTH ROUTE 6 laC.-HOSPITAL 
SENECA & TIOGA (N) ..................... 6:24 SENECA & TIOGA ( W) ................... 6:4C 
TIOGA & LINCOLN ...................... 6:27 STATE & CAYUGA (W) ................... 6:42 
ITHACA HIGH SCHOOL .................. 6:29 GREYHOUND TERMINAL (N) ............. 6:45 
STEWART PARK ........................ 6:32 LAKESIDE .............................. 6:50 
HANCOCK HOUSING .................... 6:34 HOSPITAL-Arr ......................... 6:55 
CENTRAL SCHOOL. ..................... 6:39 Lv .............................. 7:05 
STATE & CAYUGA (S) .................... 6:42 PROFESSIONAL BLDG ................... 7:09 
TITUS TOWERS ......................... 6:49 GREYHOUND TERMINAL (E) ............. 7: 15 
ITHACA PLAZA ......................... 6:51 WOOLWORTHS ......................... 7:18 
WESTONS PLAZA ....................... 6:54 STATE & AURORA (S)............. . .... 7:20 
ITHACA BOWL- Arr .................... 6:59 CODDINGTON & HUDSON ............... 7:25 
Lv .............................. 7:08 I.C. STUDENT UNION ................... 7:27 
BUTIERMILKFALLS .................... 7:10 1.C. TOWERS ........................... 7:30 
SPENCER RD. & ELMIRA RD .............. 7:12 SENECA & TIOGA (W) ................... 7:40 
SPENCER RD. & MEADOW ST ............ 7:15 
CO-OP PLAZA ......................... 7:18 
SENIOR CITIZENS CENTER .............. 7:20 
WOOLWORTHS ......................... 7:22 
SENECA & TIOGA (N) .................... 7:24 
CASH FARE IS STILL ONLY 25C 
TOKENS 5/$1.00 MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE FOLLOWING 
LOCATIONS: WOOLWORTHS 
ROTHSCHILDS 
HILL DRUG STORE 
UNI-DELI 
WILLARD STRAIGHT 
CAMPUS STORE 
N. CAMPUS UNION 
I.C. STUDENT UNION 
ALL BUS DRIVERS 
TRANSFERS TO ALL OTHER ROUTES ARE FREE 
1 Bus Can Eliminate At Least 35 Gas Consuming Cars 
Wise? You Bet "It" Is! 
For Information Call 273-7348 
l~I All films are shown in T102, Friday & Saturday · l~I 
tit at 7 & 9:30, Sunday at 8:00 for $1.00 ,~I 
:~1-----------------...--------------------------------------1~: 
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